
It all started wIth an apple tree
In early 2001, a curious entrepreneur posed a question: could silicon, a naturally occurring nutrient that had 
recently shown promising effects on animals, be used to enhance crop production? With resolve in his mind, 
and a new formulation in his hands, he sprayed his vision onto an apple tree.

And it came to fruition - apples were firmer, resulting in longer shelf-life. Yields and Brix levels increased. 
Plants were more resistant to environmental and biological stresses. Yet the question lingered, how could 
this formula be optimized?

After the 1600 iterations required to stabilize the complex chemistry of silicic acid, SILIFORCE was born. 
Hundreds of trial applications across countless crops across the world, both commercially and in research 
and academic scenarios are definitive: silicic acid is enhancing crops, boosting profits, and increasing 
efficiency.

SILIFORCE has now been applied globally with positive results on almost every conceivable crop, and this 
once ignored element is rapidly shifting the nature of crop production. With silicic acid producing unrivaled 
results across the spectrum, the vision of sustaining healthy crops is now a reality.

SILIFORCE is redefining essential.
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EffEcts of siliforcE on strawbErry PErformancE in florida Performed by: Dr. Bielinski M. Santos

Treatments
Plant diameter (cm) Soluble solids (oBrix)

Jan 14 Feb 10 Jan 14 Feb 10 Mar 11

Control 32.2 35.7 8.2 8.3 8.1 b

Siliforce 33.1 36.8 8.2 8.8 9.3 a

Significance (P<0.10) NS NS NS NS *

Treatments
N concentration (%) Ca concentration (%) Fruit yield

Jan 14 Mar 11 Jan 14 Mar 11 No/plant Lb/plant

Control 4.2 4.2 b 0.6 0.9 b 24.1 b 0.81 b

Siliforce 4.2 5.1 a 0.6 1.2 a 25.8 a 0.91 a

Significance (P<0.10) NS * NS * * *

SEASON
Fall 2013-Spring 2014 

LOCATIONS
Plant City, Florida
Brooksville, Florida

VARIETIES
Florida radianCe
straWBerry Festival

FIELD TRIAL SETUP
3 GroWers
34 aCres eaCH
4 rePetitions * = Statistical difference, NS = No significant difference

BRIX INCREASE
+15% 

YIELD INCREASE
+12% lbs/plant
+7% berries/plant

QUALITY INCREASE
+30% CalCium
+6% nitrogen

NET GROWER VALUE
~$1650 per aCre

SILICON SOLUTIONS
Agronomic researcher Edward Bent’s new book is now 
available to growers everywhere. This book o compelling 
research into crop’s dependency on bioavailable silicon. 
Request your FREE copy online:
www.agro-solutions.us/book

Silicon SolutionsHelping plants tohelp themselves
An holistic reviewby Edward Bent

sestante edizioni


